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About This Game

Be A Crane Master

Have you ever seen a crane operator and thought that you would have done the same, seeing the world from bird’s eye view and
touching the clouds? Now you’ve got such an opportunity!

Play as a real crane operator and put the container in the appropriate place. In each round you will have to put one container in
the indicated place. You don’t have much time! The higher level you achieve, the faster time goes and the less time you have to

move the containers.

To make a bigger impression on you, we’ve decided to move our game to virtual reality. You will have an opportunity not only
to experience what the crane operator normally does but also to look at the world from the perspective of 72-metres machine. If

you have a fear of heights, be careful - you can feel a little bit dizzy.

Use Vive controllers to control a crane and an elevator that will take you to the top of the vehicle. Be precise and try to not fall -
in virtual reality losing can be very painful!

Ready to Start? So… Let’s Play A Game!
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Title: VR Crane Master
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
RealityBusters.co
Publisher:
MoreFromIT Sp. z o.o.
Release Date: 9 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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The Golden Realms is the first expansion for Age of Wonders 3, adding the Halfling race, a new campaign and a plethora of
new features which after you play your first few Random Map Games with, you'll wonder how you lived without. As you
might've guessed, this will be a positive review.

Firstly, the feature list added by this expansion:

- The Halfling Race, a fully fledged race with a line up of interesting and unique race units and a few special abilities on their
class units, and all benefiting from the new 'Luck' mechanic, which allows them a percentage chance to dodge attacks depending
on their morale (Something that is needed due to them being physically weaker than their larger counterparts)
- The Naga Dwelling, a new Dwelling of independent units, from the foot soldiers of the Slither and Guardian, to their lightning
slinging Matriarchs and troop-devouring Gluttons.
- New Treasure Sites
- The Mystical City Upgrades, which means that certain treasure sites, when inside a city's domain, can be used to produce new,
unique structures that confer benefits to the troops produced there, or unlock the production of new units such as Mermaids or
flying serpents.
- New Specialisations, the Wild Magic spec focuses on summoning lesser elementals of a random elemental type, and bringing
chaos to bear on the battlefield, buffing troops randomly or debuffing enemies in various ways, and the Partizan specialisation
gives new ways to be stealthy on the strategic map (and generally make a pain of yourself to your enemies)
- Empire Quests, competitive quests that can be completed by a player and then by no other, that confer various benefits such as
a stack of new troops, random artifacts, or unlocking whole new spheres of magic (randomly).
- The Seals of Power, a King of the Hill style objective to provide a new way to win maps.
- Defensive City Structures, upon building a Siege Workshop each race unlocks a defensive structure that contributes random
strikes upon the enemy for each turn of siege combat, making a well defended city an even tougher prospect to fight at.

And a succinct review of those features:

The Halflings: Well, they fit right into the game as if they had been there from the start, their physical weakness
counterbalanced by a small buff to ranged damage and their "Lucky" mechanic, which gives them a small percentage chance to
dodge damage that increases the higher their morale. Their units have a sense of humour, something that has always been
present in the Halfling lore in the AoW-verse - They are pranksters, jokers and generally embrace a joie de vivre in the face of
all the dark and grim things on Athla. Some might feel them a little too unique when compared to the races as they were in base
AoW3, but each race was diversified by the patch that accompanied the release of the Golden Realms, and a patch touted to
come alongside the next expansion seeks to continue that work.

The Naga Dwelling: A dwelling filled with interesting units, the primary aspect of which is their amphibious nature, affording
them great mobility and a handful of interesting abilities on their higher tier units. Not too much to say about these guys, except
that they are a great addition to the RMG, as always.

New Treasure Sites: As above, there isn't too much to say about these - New dungeons and monster spawners, with new and old
creatures defending them\/being spawned from them, and a slew of new items to be earned from them. But they also tie heavily
into the next feature which is..

The Mystical City Upgrades: This is, probably, my favourite feature of the expansion. Certain treasure sites, when cleared of
enemies and within a city's domain, allow a new structure to be built in that city. This structure either confers a bonus to a
certain unit class or units with a certain trait (Say... +1 armour to all armoured units, or giving Pike Units a Spirit Damage
Channel and other abilities), or allows the production of new units in that city. What this results in is that each city can become,
with a little forethought, a powerhouse for producing certain types of unit, to get the absolute best from them, and adds much
needed importance to individual cities, and, if you really want to min-max from them, to the races that you force to inhabit
those cities.

New Specialisations: Not too much to say about these, the diversity is always good. Wild Magic focuses on providing random
benefits or debuffing your enemies, chaotically terraforming city domains, swapping unit locations, summoning the (new) lesser
elemental units and so on. Partisan is a specialisation that allows a player to perform hit and run attacks, hide units and get
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discounts on buying troops from Inns.

Empire Quests: Possibly my second most favourite generalised feature of the expansion. These are competitive quests that are
available from the start, can only be completed by one player, and confer benefits upon the player who completes them - either
generally, or restricted to the city that completed it - depending on the player who actually completed it. This can be a stack of
new units for reaching Full Good\/Evil alignment, or randomly recieving two new spheres of magic to research after being the
first to research all available spells and abilities in your research book.

Seals of Power: The strength of these lie in providing a new way to complete a level. When they are present, the map can be
won the traditional way (by defeating all the enemies), or by holding these for a (customisable, in the RMG settings) set length
of time. However, as you hold a seal, it will periodically spawn new defenders who will try to reclaim them from you, meaning
that you have to defend them against both your enemies and the seal itself. Especially good for L+ maps which you are worried
about taking too long to finish.

Defensive City Upgrades: Make besieging a city a slightly more risky proposition than it had been before, is basically the AoW3
equivalent of the Magical Guard Towers from AoW2, but with each race getting their own, individual form of it. Not game-
breaking, and a feature you will wonder how you ever survived without.

All this ties together to plug seamlessly into the base game and make you wonder how you ever played without it. It highlights
Triumph's Strategy of "Improve, and Add More", and that they actually mean it.

That feature list should really convey all you need to know, it expands the game, adds new ways to play it, a new race and a
whole slew of features that enhance the game greatly. If you like Age of Wonders 3, you really should buy this expansion pack,
as it is a lot of bang for the buck, and if you're staring at this during a sale, then... buy this already.. how to active the DLC ?.
\u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430 \u043f\u0440\u043e\u0441\u0442\u043e \u0447\u0443\u0434\u0430
\u0441\u043e\u0432\u0435\u0442\u0443\u044e \u043b\u044e\u0431\u0438\u0442\u0435\u043b\u0435\u043c
\u0437\u043e\u043c\u0431\u0438 \u0432\u044b\u0436\u0438\u0432\u0430\u043d\u0438\u0435 \u0438
\u043f\u0435\u0441\u043e\u0447\u043d\u0435\u0446 \u0441\u0430\u043c\u043e\u0435 \u0442\u043e. The game has big
graphical errors that make it unplayable on WIN10. :(. I enjoyed the earlier Pixel Puzzles games, and looked forward to this one.
I found the earlier games fun and relaxing (in No Zombie mode, at least). This one is mostly aggravating.

I do love the fact that your puzzle progress is saved. I'm neutral on the addition of rotation. It does add a challenge and is fine
for the pictures where you can make a reasonable guess about the orientation. I don't like the dimming of the floating pieces.
You only see the actual colors after you pick up a piece. And I could do without the picture of a hawk killing a seabird.

But what really ruins the game for me is the table you build the puzzle on. It is so strongly patterned and colored that it's very
hard to see the shapes of the puzzle pieces against it. You can change the color of the table, which doesn't help enough. It would
be best if you could switch to a solid color background.. A solid game, I really like it. You manage a team of gladiators that you
control in tactical turn based battles.
You win money with these, and have to decide how to invest it: training, equipment, new team members.

Graphics is a bit outdated, but the game concept is great. Many hours of fun for a good price.. Currently Unplayable in VR for
me, unable to select anything in the VR menus no matter the input device. I tried a keyboard with all controllers off/unplugged
receivers, mouse, Steam controller, two different 360 controllers and the motion controllers. Nothing will let me select anything
to start the game, even though it opens with "New Game" highlighted, if I launch the game and then hit enter when the menu
shows, it STILL won't select it (from the keyboard...).

Looking forward to trying it out when it actually works and will update my review then.. Easy to play, hard to master

Definately already one of my favourite rythem games so far! I wish there are more like this.

The only let down is the bad voice acting, but it does contrast to how weird the story is anyway, it's comic, it's fun to play, and
you'll be replaying the songs over and over just to get the perfect score. Like Puzzle Quest? Tired of playing it the same way?
Then get this game! Lots to like about this game.
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It makes me feel like a real woman. why so complicated? at each level, one had to really think and think over EVERY action, of
course it\u2019s interesting. After playing it for three days, doing some skirmishes and getting to the last current mission
(Mission 5 at the time of the review), I have to say I am very impressed. This game is really simple, but in a good way. Almost
no learning curve to the basics of this game. It reminds me of Command and Conquer and the first Starcraft put together.

Pros:
*Even with only about 8 (I count the fighter and heavy fighter as one) units total, it's diverse.
 -3 Units (infantry and bomber) only have 1 available weapon.
 -1 Unit has 4 (Fighter\/Heavy Fighter) weapon choices
 -4 Units have 5 (Light\/Heavy Vehicles) Choices
  -(I count tier 1 and 2 weapons as one because the upgrade replaces the tier 1)

*For an RTS it has a pretty good story to it.
 -In between missions you can walk around your ship and converse with the crew, run training simulations, and read about
various parts of the game.

*Optamization
 -As stated in another review, there are virtually no loading times. My rig is a 4 year old gaming laptop and missions and
skirmishes load up in less than 5 seconds.

*Fun campaign

*Good graphics
-The graphics are really good for how smooth it is, even the cutscenes are really good looking.

Cons:
*No way to zoom in or pan the camera.
 -Normally I play supreme commander, so I don't really care about panning the camera, but being unable to zoom in and out can
be a minor inconvinience at times.

*Short campaign
 -As fun as it is, it was over too soon, BUT!!! it is only on mission 5 so far. The dev is still adding missions in as the game
progresses

*Only one faction
 -I'm not even able to really speculate on whether I feel there would be another faction or not. It's too soon to tell but I don't see
why there wouldn't be plans for one.

*A little buggy
 -I had a start up error, but the crash report was very detailed and provided multiple troubleshooting ideas to solve the problem
and they worked. This is an early access game, so bugs are to be expected.

*Pathfinding
 -The AI pathfinding cand be really bad at times. I.E. I send a scout to one corner of the map and it cuts through and enemy base
on the opposite side of the destination. Still good for the games current stage.

Neutral Points:
(These are neither good or bad, just some features that some people might like and others may not)
*Snipers can outrange defense turrets
*Defense turrets function like the NOD Turrets in C&C 3: Tiberium Wars (There is a central hub that is linked to turrets)
*A rank up tree (level up, get perks)
*Halowars Deathmatch style unit cap. You increase your unit cap by building structures.

All in all I do recommend this game. More so if it is on sale.. Great addition! Wish we had converter from IMPERATOR TO
CK2 and EUIV to VIC II and fro VICII to HOI IV .. Its a very simple and nice game and please before buy read the description
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is a EARLY ACCESS put this on your mind. Ahh and the price is way too fair.

Thanks devs for the great activity with the community!. spaceBOUND is a little hard at some points, but overall is a great game.
The gameplay is fun, the levels are unique, and I have a feeling this game will do really well.. Fun game up until the last section.
You actually have to be a good gamer with awesome twitch gaming skillz to finish the game. And lets just say the reason I'm
playing a sports manager game isn't because I have awesome twitch gaming skills. The worst part is, unless you win, you're stuck
in the game just trying (and failing) over and over again. I had to use the task manager to force quit the game. If you're clumsy
and slow like me, stay away from this one. It hurts me right in the OCD that I played through the whole thing and couldn't
finish.. Very cool visuals. Very cool music. Nice and lengthy. One of those experiences I'm sure to go back to now and again,
and show to guests. Get it to enrich and expand your collection.. OK not great. Bit short. Only buy if at a discount.
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